
  

The Heart - Keiser Air Compressor  
Effectively the “heart” of the Keiser System, the Keiser Air Compressor works 

similarly to the air compressor that you may currently have in your garage or 

workshop. It converts electrical power into potential energy in the form of 

compressed air stored within a storage tank. When needed, this potential energy 

(compressed air) can then be utilized to create a resistive force on all Keiser 

Resistance Equipment. This concept is easily 

demonstrated by blowing air into a balloon. 

The balloon represents the storage tank and 

the act of blowing air into the balloon 

represents the compressor forcing air into the 

tank. The Keiser Compressor is specifically 

designed to be utilized with the Keiser 

Platform, offering two distinct sizes of 

compressors to meet your needs.   

 

The Small Compressor is designed for 

placement in the exercise area without 

being conspicuous to your customers. It 

features a dryer unit that supplies clean, 

dry air for up to as many as 8 Keiser 

machines.  

Designed to work behind the scenes away from the exercise area and engineered 

for durability, the Large Compressor features a dryer unit that supplies clean, dry 

air for up to as many as 18 Keiser machines.  

The Arteries - Keiser Air Supply System 

Very similar to the way your arteries distribute freshly oxygenated blood 

throughout your body, the Keiser Air Supply System distributes the compressed air 

that is stored in the compressor tank to the individual pieces of the Keiser 

Resistance Equipment. 

Keiser is a leader in the commercial market and its air system is no different. We 

design our products to meet the commercial demands of professional sports 

teams, medical facilities, and military installations. Whether you are a corporate 

partner, boutique owner, or home user, you can be assured our tubing system will 

perform the way it was designed to. Chemical resistant, flexible, and durable 

polyethylene tubing easily attaches to the air system outlets on the Keiser Air 

Compressor and the Keiser Resistance Machines. The quick attach connectors 

reduce installation and maintenance time. 

At Keiser, we understand it cannot only be about performance, but that aesthetics 

and safety also play a critical role in facility design and appeal. Additional hardware 

includes aluminum trim, wall mounts, and sub-floor outlets in order to discreetly 

and safely hide system tubing. Please contact your Keiser representative for a 

custom install. 



  

The Muscles - Keiser Pneumatic Cylinders 
The Keiser Pneumatic Cylinders are the “muscular system” of 

the Keiser Platform. Just as muscles contract and lengthen to 

create work, the Keiser Pneumatic Cylinders utilize the 

mechanical properties of compressed air to create a pure 

form of resistance. The resistance created utilizing 

compressed air minimizes the effect of inertia. Inertia is the 

enemy of speed, highlighting the big disadvantage of 

traditional, mass-based resistance where iron cannot be 

moved at high speeds. 

 

The piston and linkage system are used to transfer the potential 
energy within compressed air into kinetic energy that provides 
resistance throughout a range of motion. The increase in air 
pressure increases the force produced by the cylinder which, when 
combined with the mechanical linkage in the system, creates the 
variable resistance force curve exactly as the human body varies its 
forces. The contractile effort of the muscle changes as it shortens, 
and the muscular leverage changes as the joint passes through its 
range of movement. Additionally, the increase in pressure stores 
the energy that you expend on your positive stroke to deliver it 
back to you on a negative or eccentric contraction (unlike a 
hydraulic machine, which cannot produce a negative or eccentric 
contraction).  
 

In order to control the compressed air in the Keiser Pneumatic Cylinders, an accumulator 

tank is necessary to maintain the pressure fluctuation created with piston movement. As 

the piston travels through the cylinder during the concentric phase, air is compressed in 

the accumulator tank and cylinder. Air diverts to the accumulator tank to control the 

associated increase in pressure. Likewise, as the piston returns to the bottom of the 

stroke during the eccentric phase when there is a reduction in air pressure, air diverts 

back into the cylinder to control the associated decrease in pressure. The accumulator 

tank is necessary as it allows for an eccentric load, which is the one of the major benefits 

of pneumatics over hydraulics. 

Keiser Resistance Controls 

Often referred to as the (+) and (–) thumb controls, the 

resistance controls regulate airflow into and out of the cylinder 

and accumulator. The air supply line from the compressor 

storage tank directly connects to the (+) thumb control valve on 

the machine. When the (+) thumb button is depressed, air flows 

from the storage tank to the cylinder and accumulator. Likewise, 

when the (-) is depressed, air flows from the cylinder and 

accumulator into the atmosphere. In simplistic terms, depressing 

the (+) buttons adds resistance and depressing the (-) button 

reduces resistance. 



  
The Tendons - Keiser Linkage System 

The Keiser Linkage System acts as the tendons of the Keiser Platform. Like 

the tendons connecting the muscles to bone in the human body, the 

linkage system connects the piston apparatus, Keiser’s “muscular 

system”, to the Keiser Unit Frame. Tendon connections and the Keiser 

Linkage System play a crucial role in the transfer of work through a lever 

system. The design and attachment placement of the linkage system 

cannot only transfer force but are also designed to control resistance 

curves. Components of the linkage system may include cables and pulleys 

that connect the Keiser Pneumatic Cylinder and associated piston to the 

articulating arms on the Keiser Unit Frame.  

The Skeleton – Keiser Unit Frame 

The Keiser Unit Frame and Articulating Arms are the skeleton of the 

Keiser Platform. The attachment point of the Articulating Arms to the unit 

function similar to how joints connect multiple bones. The Articulating 

Arms, when powered by the user, are essentially levers used to overcome 

the resistive forces created by compressed air. Along with the Keiser 

Linkage System, the design and attachment location of the articulating 

arms determine what type of force curve the machine utilizes. Each 

machine is designed with a specific force curve that increases efficiency 

while maximizing muscle activation. The Unit Frame is simply a structural 

apparatus. There are over 30 different resistance machines in the Keiser 

Platform.   

 

The Brain - Keiser Pneumatic Processor  

The Keiser Processor is the “digital brain” of the 

Keiser Platform. Just as the brain processes and 

disseminates information in the human body, the 

Keiser Processor does all of the “thinking” for the 

unit. This proprietary hardware has the ability to 

collect valuable information from the cylinder 

while instantaneously calculating and distributing 

all the necessary data points needed to run the 

machine. 

 

 

 

 

•An air-line from the cylinder feeds directly into the processor box and 
air pressure is measured

Pressure Gauge

•Data is captured, calculated, and sent to the displayDisplay

•The (+) and (-) button controls are linked via two independent inputsKeiser Resistance Controls

•Piston positional information is captured and relayed to the processorLinear Potentiometer

Processor Hard Line Attachments



  
The Eyes - Keiser Display 

Considered the eyes of the Keiser Platform, the 

Keiser Computerized Display is standard on every 

piece of Keiser resistance equipment. The display 

passes along valuable information on the go and 

in real time. The display tracks:  

• Resistance 

• Sets 

• Reps 

• Peak Power 

• % of Peak Power 

• Adjustment Positions 

  

 

 

Keiser Chip System and Integrated Technology 

The Keiser Chip can serve as your electronic workout card. The chip stores and displays your previous 

workout resistance, sets, reps and adjustment positions. It easily inserts into the chip reader at the bottom 

of the display. With the use of the chip system, Keiser Integrated Technology allows you to download your 

workout to your phone, tablet, or computer. For a more complete explanation of the Keiser Chip System 

and Integrated Technology, please contact your Keiser representative. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 



  
The Keiser System 


